POWER SHUT DOWN Across Goa

Panaji: December 11, 2019

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 12, 2019 at 11KV Shantinagar feeder from 9.30 am to 2.00 pm to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Shantinagar, KTM/Beneli Show room, Motel Avni and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 12, 2019 at 11 KV Mandopa feeder from 8.30 am to 11.00 am due to maintenance work. The areas affected are Rawandfond, Shantinagar, Aquem Baixo, Mandopa, Apibhat, Blasco Center, Moddi, New Colony, Fradilem, Dialgona, Bellem, Cruz nagar, Ravora and Dongrim areas.

Similarly on December 13, 2019 at 11KV Sangolda feeder between 9.30 a.m. to 2.00 p.m to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Green Hill, Shantadurga Temple, Livrament waddo, Sangolda Panchayat, Bhutki wado, Sangolda Morod, Mae de Deus Church, Saibaba temple, Vadem, Kharrem, Ticlo Petrol Pump, Vetal Temple, Kharrem and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 14, 2019 at 630 KVA Akash Bhavan Transformer at Panaji from 9.30 a.m to 2.30 p.m to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Mathias Plaza, Kamat building, Minum residency/HDFC Bank, Akash Bhavan building, Manjunath Building and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 14, 2019 at 11KV Navelim feeder (Tulsi to Dyna AB Awitch) between 8.30 a.m to 11.00 am to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Nagmodem, Navelim V.P areas, Tolleband, Buticas, Navelim Market, Sinquetim, Dyna Soda factory and surrounding areas.
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